
Celebration Dance, Sometimes Called the Birthday Dance
Copyright Victor Jean Ouellette, November 18, 2019 If you wish to copy this file that’s fine with me
provided you leave the credits in for who wrote it including the date, thanks. I have written the
celebration dance protocol up from memory having watched it and participated many times at
Dovercourt House during Lindy Hop dances with a live bands.

The Celebration Dance Protocols
This is a dance to get the entire dance hall involved, not just one sex or the other. It may take a little
time for the people to learn the concepts and then it becomes quite popular.
• Four men and four women who are celebrating something Volunteer to go on the floor and they

bring a partner with them.
• It doesn’t matter what they are celebrating.
• Eight other people, not part of this celebrating group, will volunteer to start off being the

partners for these people in this dance.
• The rest of the dance hall people get up and form a circle around these four couples and they

stay in spot around the circle. There is no dancing/walking circling the couples.
• It is important to have most all of the dance hall participants on the floor shoulder to shoulder in

a circle around the celebrants. This gets people up and on the floor.
• The celebrating people are asked to hold their hands up so everybody can see who they are.
• No one calls the partner changes because this is not a snowball dance.
• People in the crowd are swaying around the circle sometimes clapping depending on the music,

and try to steal one of the celebratory dancers and dance a few moves until someone
steals the celebrant from them.

• The original person then goes into the crowd in the circle and can move around and try to steal a
different celebratory dancer.

• It is best to have a dance song like a cha-cha or East Coast swing that everybody knows and
preferably a song that can be danced in several different styles.

• Cha-Cha music can be danced as a Cha-Cha, as East Coast swing, West Coast Swing, and Lindy
Hop. It can also be danced as a modified Salsa Mambo style (Cuban). By modified Salsa
I mean the dance is in closed position tight, square to your partner but, jogged. During
the pause, (the mambo pause), the pausing foot slides forward, or does a small kick
instead of the pause, much like the tap is done in the Bachata dance.

• One usually wants a fairly long song because people get to enjoy this dance and want to stay on
the floor.

• It is always best to have some volunteers pre-arranged (ahead of time) to volunteer as a
celebratory dancer celebrating something, so there are several celebratory dancers of each sex.

Celebration Dance Intricacies
“How do you step in to steal a follower/lead, while the partner is dancing with her/him?”

• First, watch what the lead is doing and sync to that person’s one count.
• Second, sneak in on a one count, or in mid count, after a side pass or a spin.
• The leader or follower may not want to relinquish the celebrant, (which is usually the case), and

so you have to be somewhat sneaky about this. Watch for the right time then go for it.
• If the lead sees you coming he may just do a spin so you can’t get her. Thus, you’re going to

have to be more enterprising.
• This is all done in good fun so be gracious, but accomplish your goal. Get your girl or your guy.
• The same thing holds whether you’re trying to steal a follower or trying to steal the lead.


